Insights derived from molecular dynamics simulation into the molecular motions of serine protease proteinase K.
Serine protease proteinase K, a member of the subtilisin family of enzymes, is of significant industrial, agricultural and biotechnological importance. Despite the wealth of structural information about proteinase K provided by static X-ray structures, a full understanding of the enzymatic mechanism requires further insight into the dynamic properties of this enzyme. Molecular dynamics simulations and essential dynamics (ED) analysis were performed to investigate the molecular motions in proteinase K. The results indicate that the internal core of proteinase K is relatively rigid, whereas the surface-exposed loops, most notably the substrate-binding regions, exhibit considerable conformational fluctuations. Further ED analysis reveals that the large concerted motions in the substrate-binding regions cause opening/closing of the substrate-binding pockets, thus supporting the proposed induced-fit mechanism of substrate binding. The distinct electrostatic/hydrogen-bonding interactions between Asp39 and His69 and between His69 and Ser224 within the catalytic triad lead to different thermal motions and orientations of these three catalytic residues, which can be related to their different functional roles in the catalytic process. Statistical analyses of the geometrical/functional properties as well as evolutionary conservation of the glycines in proteinase K-like proteins reveal that glycines may play an important role in determining the folding architecture and structural flexibility of this class of enzymes. Our simulation study complements the biochemical and structural studies and provides new insights into the dynamic structural basis of the functional properties of this class of enzymes.